ity". Again, in a short note to the 1942 reprint, the author described his
book as an at tempt to check the "wave of Idealism" which after the return of
peace will "sweep the English-speaking nations" by a "counterbalancing realism". Finally, aU the expert reviewers of lVIacKinder's book in this country
the military specialists as weIl as the geographers and political scientists'
have praised the strong sense of reality which prompted the author to suppl;
the arsenal of democracy "with the weapons and means which democracy
can maintain and still remain democratie" (Major Eliot).
.
Yet from a careful study of the whole of MacKinder's book, including
lts generally overlooked final chapter, there arises a suspicion th at the author
was not content after all with that trite distinction between a lofty but
impractical "ideal" and a brutal but intensely practica! "reality" by which
the average demoeratic citizen hides from himseIf the fact th at he pays lipservice to the former for the purpose of serving the latter.
The last surviving representative of the more open-minded attitude th at prevailed among
European schol ars until the decade preceding the first World War, the
friend and collaborator of Elisée Reclu and prince Kropotkin, seems to remember another concept of reality which has not lost its importance even
in the present time of crisis wh en (in the words used by him in 1935) "men
may beoome crue 1 because imprisoned", and their first impulse will be "to
make sure of their castles of refuge".
In the last chapter of his book which foUows the discussion of The Freedom of Nations and is entitled The Freedom of Men, MacKinder turns his
back on that traditional "ideal" of Democracy which can be put into practice
only by transforming it into its opposite ; nor does he deal any longer with
that "reality" which exists only for the purpose of being so opposed to the
"îdeal" in a worId which "still rests upon force".
(The words in quotes
are taken from the Note on an Incident at the Quai d'Ürsay 25th [anuary,
1919, which is added to the book as an Appendix - a fine ironical gesture
that escapes the eye of the superficial reader.) He contrasts the traditional
type of Democracy, which af ter its earliest phases became equivalent to the
organization of society in national states and ernpires and culminated in the
League of Nations, with the altogether different type of a thoroughly decentralized democracy based on , local communities, provinces and re!Óons
which are ultimately connected in a federal system of a well-balanced
humanity.
In presenting th is essentially anarchistic idea of democracy, MacKinder
is no longer af raid of a clash between his "ideal" and the so-called "realistic" claims of the "practical men":
"1 have no doubt that 1 shall be told by practical men that the ideal of a complete and balanced economic growth in each locality is contrary to the whole
tendency of the age, and is, in faet, orchcnc, 1 shall be told that you can only
get a graat and cheep production by the method of world organization and
locaI specialization.
1 admit that such is the present tendency, and that it men'
give you maximum material resuIts for a while. But. _ . qteat specialist organizations, guided by experts, wilI inevitably contend for the upper hand, and
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fhe confesf must end in the rule of one or other type of experts.
for it is unbalanced."
(pp. 198-2001

That is empire,

This ultimate ereed professed by MacKinder seems to lead far away
frorn the "realities" of geography and power with which, in the preceding
chapters, he had contrasted the allegedly too lofty "ideals" of the Democratie
statesmen. Yet the mental picture of a new and untried type of demoeracy
which is here designed by a great scientist and statesman may still turn out,
in a no longer remote future, to be more realistic than both the "ideals"
and the complementary "realities" of present-day Democracy. There is no
particular reason to expect that the "ideals" advanced by the leaders and
spokesmen of totalitarianism will have a better chance to survive the test
of practice than had the demoeratic ideals of the recent past. AU the same,
we must point to a peculiar resemblance which seems to conneet MacKinder's
view of a world organized in well-balanced regions with certain leading
concepts of the geopolitical creed of his authoritarian antagonists.
As pointed out elsewhere*, the tendency toward unlimited expansion and conquest
was much more inherent in the old system of competitive capitalism than
it is in the geopolitical concepts of Haushoferism.
Whatever will be the
ultimate outcome of the present struggle between ideals as weU as realities,
it is a sad fact fot capitalist Democracy th at today it is attacked by its friends'
and foes alike, not only for the permanent conflict between its ideals and
its realities but also for the increasing obsoleteness of its very ideals.
Karl Korsch
• The Worlct Historians,
1942.
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THE BUREAUCRATIC SPIRIT
The life of a modern man has come more and more under the sway
~f party, trade union, army and state. These organizations are made up
~f men, it is true, but the human individual stands small and powerless
do re the huge apparatus.
Everything is decided by the di rectors at the
top, and the ave rage citizen, or the average party or union memher under;tands neither the workings of the complicated apparatus nor its real aim.
o an ideology has been created to justify th is relationship, an ideology which
~reaches th at men must blindly subordinate themselves to "their" organIzation, placing their lives at the disposal of a "whole," whether state or
Party. Rational organization thus leads to irrationality;
the organization
no longer exists for men, but men now exist for the organization. Originallv a
.
..
.
b means, orgaruzanon
In our time tends to become an end, a fetish to
el' '~-orshiped. The bureaucrats function as the high-priests of th is new
re IgIOn.
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The bureaucratization
of life has gone farthest in Nazi Germany and
in Soviet Russia, but the tendency is neither peculiar to this age nor limited
to the totalitarian
countries.
Industrial
mass production, the proudest
achievement of the U nited States, has long anticipated the organizational
principles of the Comintern and the Third Reich. Here the mass of the
workers perform only single functions.
Knowledge of purpose is not only
immaterial to the performance of these functions but often remains COn_
cealed from the workers. The individual laborer is taken into account along
with coal, limestone, lubricants and other materials of production ; all that
is required of him is th at he submit passively to the disciplined production
process. That the mass of the workers are not expected to understand the
process as a whole becomes clear wh en their union leaders make feehle
proposals in th is direction as in the case of the Reuther and Murray plans
for war production.
"Planning" and "rationalization"
in th is instance do
not raise the intelligence, the consciousness, or the self-reliance of the masses.
On the contrary, it relieves them of the necessity of employing these faculties
and hence of developing them. An understanding of the workings of the
whole productive process is limited to top-executives, and it is this knowledge that helps them hold their power positions.
In modern totalitarian states, it is as though the assernbly line
of a rationalized factory extended through the entire fabric of social life,
reducing the humanbeing
to the status of a slave of his tooIs. In his book,
T he W erker, the fascist novelist Ernst J uenger wrote in 1932, "There will
be an order based on cornmand .instead of on the social contract."
In the
interests of efficiency and cheap production costs, al! personal freedom is
destroyed, every individual is manipulated by the stàte, which extends its
scope to the intel!ectual sphere, to private life and personal beliefs. Despite
the wel!-known limitations of freedom in bourgeois society, the individual,
as Marx pointed out in The German Ldeoloçy, had still left to him "rhe
enjoyment of accident. The right to take advantage of these accidents under
certain circumstances has been called 'personal freedom'." But in totalitarian
society, central regulation becomes so extensive that even this "accidental"
freedom ceases, and laissez faire fades out of personal as weIl as out of
public life. AH human experience is geared to the assembly line.
The triumph of the bureaucratized state has been maturing for generations in the wo mb of bourgeois democracy. It was over a century ago th at the
French sociologist, Alexis de Tocqueville, af ter traveling through the young
American democracy, predicted the ultimate defeat of democracy by ~he
centralized bureaueratic state, and the rise of functionaries - to "a natlon
within the nation" - occupying the position of a new aristocracy.
In the
fourth volume of his Democracy in A merica he predicted th at the cit~z.en~
in "The demoeratic nations which have introduced liberty into the pohtl~a
sphere at the same time that they have fostered despotism in the admlner
.
bl e 0 f exercismg
. .
istrative sphere . . . will soon becorne incapa
t h e la rg f
political powers."
But the most remarkable anticipation of the procesS 0
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bureaucratization is to be found in the writmgs of Marx, especially in his
arly Criticism of Heçel's Philosophy of the State.
e
.
It is fashionable today to emphasize certain
authoritarian tendencies
in Marx, more temperamental than theoretical in any case, and to ignore
he main content of his life work that recognizes as the enemy whatever
t lienates man from himself, whatever reduces him to an object, instead of
alevating him to the dignity of a subject. Marx's political and philosophical
s stem can best be understood as the completion, not the negation, of the
:umanitarian
and demoeratic tradition of the eighteenth century; and he
himself so understood it. "The bureaueratic spirit," he wrote in 1842,
"is through and through a iesuiiical, theolcqical spirit. The bureaucrats are the stàtejesuits and state-theologians, the state priesthood. Jt conceives of itseli as the ultimata
object of the state. Since the bureaucracy has made its formal purposes into the content of state poifcy, it finds itseli in conflict everywhere
with the real content of this
policy. Therefore, it must 0011 form content and content form."

And has not the Stalinist bureaucracy, for exarnple, constantly made the
form, th at is, the maintenance of the state machine and the party organization the content of its polities?
International
socialism has long been
degraded by the Comintern to a means of mobilizing the international working class in support of the foreign policy of the Kremlin. The party organizations in various countries no longer serve any general political ends of
the working class. The bureaucrats shift their political lines according to
the changing interests of the Soviet Union, keystone of their apparatus.
"The general spirit of the bureaucracy," Marx wrote in his Criticism
of Hegel's Philosophy of the State,
"wraps itseli in a mysterious
cIook ol knowledge
which the hierarchy maintains
inside the bureaucracy, and which, from the outside, looks like the secrets ol Cl' fraternity . "
Jl,uthority is therefore its articIe of iaitb, and the deifjootion of authority
is its conviction.
The spiritualism (expressed in this attitude) becomes inside tha
bureaucracy a crass materialism of passive obedience, beliel in authority, of machanica11y fixed, formal procedures . ..
As lar as the individual bureaucrat is corscerned the ends of the state become his private ends: promotion, the pursuit of ct
career. He considers real life to be primarily materiaiistic beoouse the spirit of liîe
has on existence of its own in the bureaucracy . ..
In the second place, lila is
lor the bureaucracy only an object lor manipulation, beoouse its spirit is prescribed,
its purposes lie outside of it . ..
By now the state exists. only in the form ol the
Various bureaus whose interconnection is based on subordination and passive obedience . "
While on the one hand, the bureaucracy is thus nakedly materialistic,
Jt reveals its cross spiritualism in that it wants to do everything, that is, 11 makes
Wm into a first cause.
For the bureaucracy, the world is merely an object to he.
TlJ.anipulated."

The fact that the bureaucrat-?
views the world only as an object is
the basis of his morality, a morality founded on contempt for humanity.

-------

1) BureaucroCY nei/her signi/ies here the simple administrative
worker or civil servant,
nOr does it deal with criticism ol "red tape."
In our context, bureaucracy denotes
'he rule of men who possess Ihe key posilion in either an organizalion or the slale,
ond who ccquïre power through their lunetion.
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Where man is reduced to a me re factor in a political calculation anvth'
hi h
'
. lng
W IC serves to make him obedient appears as moral the lie for insta
Th e systernatrc ' use 0 f the lie2) as a "technical means" for leading the ma~ '
,
,
'"
SSes
can anse only out of this spmt. In a passage in M ein Kampf, omitted in lat
di
.
H'
I
e itions,
I.t er wrote that the "Germans have no idea how one has to swindler
e
the ?eople 10 order to get a mass following."
Here the irreconcilable antith~sls betwee~ the Marxian concept ion and that of the bureacratic leader_
ship reveals itself. The basic Marxian thesis is that class-society wiU be
overthrown only ~hen the ?ppressed class comes forward as the subject
of the transformation of society. But the bureaucrat is interested in th
people only as the object. He is not concerned with what the people can
make of themselves, but with what he can do with the people. "We have
to take men as they are and take into account also their weakness and brutality," Hitler wrote in Mein Kamp]. He is interested not in changin
existing human qualities but in using them,
9
Because the bureaucracy always sees itself wiser than and superior t
all other people it believes that the obedience of people is in their own interest. It feels justified in using any means against opponents who disturb
the relationship between leaders and followers. The bureaucracv does not
suffer from a bad conscience. lts opponents are lumped in an amal~am (Jews
T'rotskyists, etc.) and invested with every diabolical property because al!
opponents, whatever their motives may be, frustrate the wise aims of the
bureaueratic leadership and incite the masses to think for thernselves,
As
far as the bureaucracy is concerned, opposition is the evil principle. It makes
use of such formulas as "Fuehrer-Gefolgschaft"
(leader-followers),
"Mannestreue" (Ioyalty ) and "Party-discipline"
in order to condemn the opposition in principle. The Stalinist bureaucracy justifies all its actions, however
cowardly and base, with party-discipline.
T'he party as a fetish justifies
aU means. The idea is spread about that only clever calculation and disregard for all feelings can make a revolutionist.
This is called "Bolshevik
toughness."
As the bureaucracy understands discipline to mean onlv submission to itself, so it understands heroism to mean only toughness ;gainst
others in the interest of its own power position.
Where such morality becomes a state-principle, all humanism ceasesExalted to a fetish, state-interest not only subordinates the political sphere
to itself but science as weIl. The German psychoiogist N. Ach, for example,
stated in his paper Toward a More Modern Study of Will, read before
the meeting of the German Association of Psychology in 1936, that "will
is a habit of voluntary response to the command of the superior leader."
Political theory degenerates into pure and simple apologetics. and art be2) The Ue is always a means of political rule. All revolutionary movements in historY
have served the truth beccuse !bey have altacked lies wbich sought to justify privileqe.
The diilerence is tbat tbe political lie was usually used wben needed, as an after'
thought or a justifi=tion, wbereas bere it is used systema!ically.primarily
in order
to prepare tbe people for particular purposes of tbe leadersbip.
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comes incense-burning.
Individualsseek
to better their personal situations
through Byzantine slavishness. To denounce someone as a disloyal servant
of rhe only true fetish and its hierarchy becomes a moral act and a daily
rnethod of rising within the bureaucracy.
Where contempt for humanity becomes a universal principle, self-respect
no longer has any value. The uncritical adherence to commands, the renunciation of one's personal opinions, and the acceptance of the official
creed as infallible lead finally to a type of intellectual masochism, to a
readiness to do perrance at once for every independent idea. Thinking transforms itself automatically into a justification of official acts. The Nazi
psychoiogist, Pintchovius, wrote that only one idea may fill the soul and
that the aim of propaganda is the "narrowing of consciousness."
The possibility of rising in the hierarchy is bound up with special qualities. The bureaueratic spirit corresponds to a definite type of personality.
The Nazis try to cultivate this type artificially in their so-called Ordensburgen
where, according to a phrase of the youth leader Baldur von Schirach, an
elite is to be educated in which each individual is formed and "stamped"
according to a certain type. No sensitive personality has a chance; ruthlessness is the only method of getting on in the bureaueratic apparatus.
Critical
ideas are viewed with suspicion. The totalitarian rulers have a feeling of
inferiority in the presence of people representing critical thought who merely
provoke them into demonstrating the extent of their power. The vigorous,
practical men who knowand
successfully exploit the average qualities of
people are those who advance. Their only passion is for power. Possessed
by th is passion, they know neither contemplative leisure nor sensibility. They
think cynically about one another. Herman Rauschning, who once belonged
to the Nazi hierarchy, writes: "In the higher circles of the bureaucracy
one speaks openly about the personal shortcomings of certain members of
~he elite. Rivalries and deadly enmities are cynically admitted."
Where
ideas are only a means to power and not rooted in conviction, cynicism, of
Course, alone remains.
Today people are fascinated by the fact that the totalitarian form of
organization is successful, that the ruthless and exactly calculated use of
hum an matena. I IS
' supenor
.
to the unplanned forrn of organization.
And
as the planned factory is more profitable than the unplanned one so the
~la~ned state is more powerful than the unplanned one. Howe~er, the
elief that class society can be overthrown by a bureaueratic leadership has
proved
to be a n error. "0 ne 0 f t h e principa
..
I moments 10
.... previous hlstoncal
d
evelopment was the consolidation of our own creation into a real power
a
th at outgrew our contro, I d estroyed our expectations, and
fOver us ,power
. rustrated our hopes," Marx wrote in the German ldeology. The totalitarlan state and the totalitarian party - no matter what ideology they may
Use only continue this historical trend.
However, when the organizational apparatus places itself above men
and .makes them its slaves, we find that behind the assumed "general 1021

terests", to which subordination is demanded are concealed only the interest
of the bureaucracy which considers itself final. We have said before tha:
modern methods of production accustom the people to bureaueratic direc_
tion and th us we know the psychological foundation of the belief _in leader_
ship. For exarnple, to those who share this belief, even the stripping of
the werking class in Russia of all its rights may appear as a first and neces_
sary step towards true democracy. The growing differences in income rnav
seem necessary for the realization of socialism, for all this - devised by a
clever leaders hip - may, despite all appearance, lead to a good end. The
legend that a party with iron discipline which excludes all criticism, will
be prerequisite to the struggle towards a classless society has not as yet been
destroyed.
Many anti-fascists believe that it is possible to do away with
all oppression by the very. means of fascism. Many still think that Hitler
has shown us how we have to do it ourselves. The Trotskyists, for instance,relentlessly persecuted by the Stalinists - never understood th at
the real socialist aim needs other organizational means than those used by
rhe Stalinists, because a totalitarian party necessarily generates a bureaucratie spirit.
Real democracy, realized only when those who produce cease being
the slaves of their tools and themselves have the power to rule over the
means of production, can be attained only by demoeratic means. AU means
reflect the ends which they serve. As Hegel has pointed out in his Loçic,
an end can be attained only when the means have already been penetrated
by the nature of the end. The aims of demoeratic con trol over the means
of production can therefore not be reached through the help of an organization over which the members have no con trol. - In order to accomplish
this aim, there must be a progressive change of the environment through
permanent expansion of the demoeratic sectors, as well as a change in the
people themselves. The people can acquire the ability to decide their destiny for themselves only through their own political experience. Marx therefore insisted that the revolutionary task does not consist in a momentary
sharing of the booty of demagogy, but in saying to the workers, "You wil!
have to go through 15, 20, 50 years of civil war and national struggles not
only to change conditions, but to change yourselves so that you can qualify
for political rule."
The bureaueratic spirit sees in the problem of organization only a technical problem. The Marxist who sees relationships between human beings
behind such "technical problems", unmasks bureaueratic organization as
a new form of domination which can be overcome only by a political conception in which the masses come forward as the agents of action. Major
changes in society are not brought about through clever arrangements. Cunning, business ability, political chicanery, conquests of organizational offices
do not replace ideas which become a mate rial force when they take hold
of the masses. T'he ideas, without which no progressive transformation of
society is going to be accomplished, do not come from clever, practical polit22

icians who subordinate and adapt them to a powerful organization but from
revolutionary personalities, who at any time are prepared to give their bureaucratic critics- the answer that Friedrich Engels gave them: "No party in
any land can condemn me to be.silent wh en I am determined to speak ...
You of the party need the science of socialism, and th is \cience cannot live
without freedom of expression. "
The masses are not aroused by crafty tactical resolution or bureaueratic
formulas. When the time is ripe, they are receptive to bold and inspiring
ideas. These ideas cannot be kept from the world by any defeats, by bookburnings, by concentration camps, byMoscow
trials, or by executions. "To
overt acts," Marx wrote, "even though they be carried out en masse, one
can answer with guns as soon as they become dangerous.
But ideas which
conquer our intelligence and which overcome our conviction, to which reason has welded our conviction, these ideas are chains which cannot be ripped
from a man without tearing cut his heart."
The totalitarian state can
achieve victory for its principles only wh en the critical faculty is exterminated. The overcoming of the bureaueratic spirit begins with criticism which
attacks every instanee of the lowering of the human being, with the doctrine,
to speak once more in Marxian language, "that man is the supreme being
for mankind," and ·therefore with the "categorical imperative to overthrow
all conditions in which man is a degraded, servile, neglected, and con temptible being."
Sebastian Frank

MARXISM AND PRAGMATISM
The dialectical logic of Marxism sterns from the "Science of Logic"
of Hegel, first published in 1812. The instrumentalist logic of Pragmatism
traces its origin to the 17th century "New Organon" of Francis Bacon.
But the developments of both these logies have proceeded far beyond their
original geneses to produce the thinking of Marx and Engels, on the one
~and, and of Peirce and Dewey on the other. The reason is to be found
10 the fundamental
changes in the economy of the modern wor ld. On the
~lass front, Marxism is the organon of the working classes, pragmatism
IS the distinctive
organon of the bourgeoisie.
Hence there are two phases of the logies involved: 1) a social-class
a~Pect, and 2) a technical method of thinking.
In reality these cannot be
dlssociated since they function organically toward the common objectives
of the political and economie psychologies involved. In this sense, the dialectical logic of Marxism is a revolutionary weapon, and the instrumentalist
logic of pragmatism is one of reform, reconstruction and palliative within
the confines of capitalism.
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The dialectics of Marxism has been set forth time and time again '
lO
the literature of modern socialism so that we need not recapitulate all the d
t~ils here. But there has as yét~o
far as I know-been
no clear present:~
non of instrumentalist logic with respect to its social and class implicatio
r.her~fore this .ar~ic~e will try to provide a preliminary note in this unexplor~
direction. 'This IS Important, especially in America, since most of the liter_
ature on the subject of pragmatism remains immured in the technical and
metaphysical issues of philosophy proper.
Bacon's work, as we know, proceeded out of the changes from feudalisrn
to emergent capitalism in Renaissance England.
It was found that the old
~ormal logic of the schools was no longer adequate for the social and reason_
In~ purpo~es of the new class lately come to power-hence,
its scientific
alhance with the methods of the natural sciences, and its interest in the
techniques of discovery and induction.
The innovation lay in the kind of
thinking most apposite for the enterprise of industry, commerce and manufacture, which sought to achieve power.
The chief characteristic of the
new log ic of Bacon was, thus, the utility of thinking for the needs of the
hour: con trol over nature on behaif of the new class. Mill, a little later
amplified this logic to reconstruct thinking to his classic methods of research'
which were designed to fit the utilitarian philosophy of rnid- Victorian Eng~
land; as the Empire more and more became the sole concern of the period.
Finally, in 1878, we have the first clear note of pragmatism in America
from Charles Peirce, the famous scientist and logician, who founded modern
logic.
The Maxim of Peirce reads: "Consider what effects, that might conceivably have practica 1 bearings, we conceive the object of our conception
to have. Then, our conception of these effects is the whole of our conception of the object."
The Maxim was definitely offered as a rule of logic,
as a break with the forma I logic of feudalist thinking, as a concomitant to
the methods of natural science and mathematics in the modern temper. This
meant the beginning of bourgeois logic in the current sense, since a modern
method of thinking to serve the present ruling-class and its vested interests
was on the order of the new day. The stress on "effects" and on "practical
bearings", as we see in the Maxim, logically meant nothing but the social
needs of capitalism. This marks a break with the logic of idealism, ancicnt,
feudal and modern.
The empirical note in Peirce is in the tradition of Bacon and Mill,
but the differences lie in the experimental and laboratory methods of "praetical bearings", with emphasis on action, use, behavior and results. At thc
same time, Peirce drew his values from the mathematical sciences, the hiatus
found in the prior Bacon-Mill reconstruction of logic. This, in the larger
world, came to mean the success of America as a capitalist state after the
Civil War. Further implernentation came from Dewey shortly before Wor/d
War I, thus marking the further usefulness of instrumentalist logic for rhe
purposes of modern imperialism.
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Dewey's reconstruction lay in his ernphasis upon the particular "situation", which gave the logic of pragmatism the added distinction of function
and behavior in the modern psychological sense. Thinking was most at home
''l'ith a problematic situation, a difficulty and a perplexity, hence the logic
of rhe instrument toward resolving the problem to a successful conclusion.
It became, in short, a logic of judgment in which experience played the
greatest role because of the individual and discrete situations confronted.
We observe, then, that as feudalism was replaced by modern capitalism,
rhe techniques of the syllogism of Aristotelian formal logic gave way to new
methods of experiment, experience, behavior, function and operation. Uniess
we keep in mind the historie and class mission of this pragmatic logic of
instrumentalism, these techniques do not assume their necessary social implications in the modern world. For the revolt was against the idealist logic
left over hom feudalism on behalf of the new philosophpy of the bourgeOiSie, narnely, pragmatism.
Fixity and stat ic inflexibility in thinking as
seen in the rigid categories of the old log ic were rapidly replaced by the
mobile, fluid, flexible and evolutionary concepts behind the instrumentalist
logic of the American pragmatists.
W orld War 1 brought into prominenee still another type of logic,
namely that of dialectical materialism, or Marxism, as pragmatism faced
a new enemy and opponent in the philosophy and logic of the working classes.
I t was no longer idealism and the syllogism
that were at stake:
it was rather the advance of a new social class and a new social
economy. The empiricism of England and the idealism of Germany were
now to be superseded by the dialectical meterialism of Soviet Russia, by
virtue of the Russian Revolution.
What was the instrumentalist logic to
do now in face of this drastic change in the economy of the entire worId?
Could ft still speak of experience, of experiment and of behavior?
Could
it still cling to the doctrine of the "situation"?
It was a social question of
critical importance, since logic itself 'became basically involved once again
in new economie and political arrangements.
The class-struggle between capitalism and socialism, between the middIe-classes and the working classes thus directly affected the contemporary
battle between the logic of instrumentalism
and the dialectical logic of
Marxism.
Why?
Because dialectical logic is geared to materialism, the philosophy
of social revolution; instrumentalist logic is the weapon and ally of the
now-declining bourgeoisie, of the enti re capitalist- economy. In this sense,
Pragmatism no longer assumes the role of reconstruction and reform but
rather that of counter-revolution, since it is faced with the critical alternative
of choosing between the forces of communism and fascism in the world
economy. Instrumentalist
logic, being functional and practical, being pur~osive and relevant to human need, must therefore keep up with the critical
ISSuesof the times if it is to be significant and meaningful in the world about
us, This is its social dilemma as well as its logical dilemma.
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The truth is that instrumentalist logic follows the line confessedly
f
.
I
'
, 0
t h e experimenta .natural scienc~s including biology. But it has neVer
worked out the Important relations demanded by the social changes d I
. h bh'
ea t
WIt
Y t e sciences of economics and polities. We find for instanee v
ritt lee IfI any t him kiing in
. the entire literature of pragmatism
"
concerning ery
.
d
I"
I
OUr
economie an po rtica system. To be criticalof
them would be to ado
the. Marxian analysis, which would lead to socialism. Yet the hiatus r~~
mams, .so t.hat faced with the issues of communism and fascism, the instru_
mentalists mex?rab.ly find themselves in a quandary. Thus the experimental
a~d .the e~pe~lentl~1 features of th is logic find the pragmatist confined
Wlt~l~ caPlta~lsm, Impotent to progress and advance beyond it to socialism.
This IS the Impasse of the instrumentalist
logic fashioned in America b _
tween the Civil War and W orld War 1.
e

C. P. West

COMPETITION AND MONOPOLY
Almost th ree years ago, during a Hearing before the Temporary National Economic Committee, representatives of the Federal Trade Commission
declared th at "the capitalist system of free initiative is quite capable of dying
and of dragging down with it the system ofdemocratic government." Monopoly, they said, "eonstitutes the death of capitalism and the genesis of authoritarian government."l)
Since then, and because of America's official entry
into the war, the discussion around the monopoly question has calmed down
considerably,
As far as public interest is concerned the TNEC has seemingly labored in vain. This is not at all surprising.
Contrary to the propaganda of despair that had been released by the liberal business world
which asserted among other charges that the monopolistic restrietion of output would "impair democracy's ability to defend itself in times of war,"!)
production has been expanded to a remarkable degree. And this has been
made possible not by limiting but by strengthening the power of the monopolies and by the further concentration of economie and political power in
the hands of the greatest of aIl monopolies - the government.
The government which, according to traditional ideology, stands above
social factions and separate interests, was to destroy the monopolies.ê?
bust
I) lnvestigation

of Concentration

of Economie

Power.

Monograph No. 21. Washington,

D. C., 1940, p. IB.
2) Ibid.
3) In a round table discus sion on Preserving Compelition vs. Regulaling Monopoly at
the Fifty-second Annual Meetinq of the American Economie Associalion, Leon Henderson
(Conlinued on page 27)
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the trusts, and help the "little man" resto re fair compention in order to
foster economie mobility and th us social stability.
And it did break the
economic stagnation but not its alleged cause, the monopolies.
It did restore a sort of international eompetition by way of war which, however,
led to the further restrietion of competition at home. "By the aid of war
contracts and other assistance from the Federal Government, the larger
companies in virtuaIly every industry are assuming greater importanee, while
the small units are being foreed gradually out of business or assuming a
lesser role."4) Thus even the professional trust-buster, Thurman W. Arnold,5) who claims to believe that the monopoly issue may be solved because
of the "fu11 production eompe11ed by war" and the "potential inerease
to national wealth by a new release of productive energy," finds himself
forced to make the amendment - "provided production does not faU into
a few hands with power to shut it off." His optimistic expeetation is based
on the assertion that "no monopoly can maintain its control over prices
in the faee of a surplus which it does not control." But in reality, there
are no obstacles to controls of a11 kinds, including th at of price, and in the
face of all kinds of surpluses. At any rate, if there should be an "uncontro11ed surplus" it will be uneontro11ed by existing monopolies only because
it will be contro11ed by the stronger state-monopoly.
However, there will be no surplus. There will be, instead, deteriorated
productive apparatus and dilapidated manpower for whieh the newly developed techniques and organizations of production, as weIl as the new capacities of the additional workers drawn into production, will be only smaU
compensation. The present imperialistic expansion of production is extension
for destructive purposes.
N ot at once, but in the long run, this kind of
expansion results in the same situation which is presumably created
by the output restrietion of monopolies. The population can be impoverished and its labor wasted by the expansion as weIl as by the restrietion
of production. A11 the inventions, a11 the increases in productivity and new
productive processes of the first World War, for instance, did not affect
(Conlinued Irom page

26)

spolce in favor of preserving competition. "The supposed evils of excessive competition
he did not consider to be particularly terrifying. Nor wa's he worried over the destruction of investment in industry if the country should decide 'whether as a way
of life or as an economie policy monopoly should not exist'." (The American Economie
Review, Part Il, March 1940, p. 212).
4) J. H. Carmical in The New York Times, January 24, 1943 ... H. S. Truman, chairman
of the senate committee investlgating the war program, related that "In two short
Years the peace time production balance of America has been put in reverse. Today,
100 COrporations .enjoy 70 per cent of the war and essential contracts, while the
175,000 smaller companies have been reduced from their fonner 70 per cent posülon
to cr mere 30 per cent." The Chicago Tribune, February 12, 1943).
5) Democracy and Free Enlerprise, University of Oklahoma Press, 1942, p. 24.
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the permanency of the capitalist crisis and did not improve the living con,
ditions of the mass of the world population.

thing new has evolved, wh at is really new concerns only the [orm not the
substance of capitalism.

Although improbable, it may be possible to produce objectives and
implements of war faster than they can be destroyed so that a favorable
balance is gained at the end of the hostilities. Yet this balance would make
possible the resumption of war, it could not be a basis for improving social
conditions, The latter depend not only on production but also on the kind
of goods produced.
The arguments that stress the possibility of a quick
reversal from war to peace production overlook the fact that under modern
conditions all peace production is necessarily product ion for war. Among
Roosevelt's "Conditions of Peace" that of the "Disarmament of All Enemy
Nations," for instance, implies the "Policing of the World" by the armed
victors and th us the impossibility of reverting to that limited war production usually called production for peace. Maintenance of the peace can
only mean that the victors gain and secure their monopoly of arrns. [nescapably, a progressively increasing part of their total production will have
to be devoted to destructive ends.

Capitalism is not particular as to what form it assumes. lts genesis
and previous development, however, exclude the possibiIity of a victory of
he forces of ·"competition" over those of "monopoly."
The past cannot
be resurrected.
The struggle between laissez [aire and monopoly, furthermore, was not a fight between adherents of op~osing economi~b PdrinbciPdlC:Sf'
but simply the actual unfolding of capitalism, difîerently descn e
y.1 ferently affected interests. The victors were always temporary monopoh~s
o matter how competitively they behaved j the losers merely lamented this
;act. The present struggle between monopoly capitalism and totalitarianisrn is a continuation of the previous struggles by which the form of capitalism is altered.

Aside from this, the very nature of capital production itsel{ precludes
the possibility of producing at will or "according to plan."
Neither the
individual entrepreneur,
the monopolist, nor the government can decide
what and what not to produce. Whether they know it or not, all their
decisions are determined not by their will to serve themselves and society,
but are forced upon them by the development of capital and the social frictions connected therewith.
All positive expectations connected with the
increase of production and productivity by way of war are based on the
illusion that the capitalist system may be regulated consciously, on the false
notion that those people who deelare war mayalso assure peace j that those
who preside over the chaos of destruction mayalso bring about abundance
for allo To us, however, who proceed from the peculiar laws which determine capitalist development, the present restrietion of the social forces of
production by way of the progressive destruction of men and materials
seems rather like the action of a suicide who, instead of simply starving to
death, laborously constructs himself a deathly contraption for his final
plunge into the night unending.
II
The discussions around the monopoly problem are unrealistic because
the present war is a war between more or less monopolistically developed
nations.
The transformation
from a state of "imperfect competition" to
the dominanee of monopolies has long since been accomplished. The current
ideas and theories in this respect deal awkwardly with the past. The war
makes the world conscious of this fact j it also removes the last remnants
of the old laissez faire structure.
And yet, though it appears as if some28

From its very beginning capitalism was always both monopolist ic and
competItIve. One group in society had the monopoly of the means of production. It did not "compete" with those who had none, but exploited them.
It was competitive against other monopolists.
Class relations, implying
monopolism, exclude non-cornpetitive conditions.
Ideologies formed by class
relations exclude the spreading of non-cornpetitive conceptions.
Thus it
seems to almost everybody th at competition is derived from "human nature."
The "natural competitive aptitude" supposedly transeends and overpowers
all social and economie changes.
It is to be utiIized for the welfare of
society just like any other natural force. The more widely spread competition in the early stages of industrial capitalism, due to the greater number of capitalists sharing in a smaller mass of capital, Was thought to benefit
society. In asserting itself the competitive ego supposedly brought about
the most economical arrangement of the practical social life. This ideology,
seen as a universal truth, corresponded to the interests of a small part of
the world that ruled al most aU of it to a limited group in society that
monopolistically dominated the whole.
"Competitive society" in the sense in which it is today defended by
would-be trust-busters
and anti-fascists never existed in reality. lts place
Was in the methodology of economie theory which itself was merely a phase
of traditional ideology, 'The theory of competition had been directed against
interferences by undefeated powers of the past. Originally it refused to
serve other functions than th at of glorifying the absence of theory in the
practical social life. With the final defeat of feudalism, economy could only
serve descriptive functions
because of competition which, supposedly, automatically regulated supply and demand, harmonized value and price, and
"'ould be the more "economical" the less one tried to deal with it.
Not to deny the usefulness of theoretical models, it is nevertheless true
that those of the professional economists who concerned themselves with
COmpetition analysis in statie rerms and closed systems were entirely useless
for understanding
and influencing the real world.
However ingeniously
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constructed, there never was the slightest resemblance between the different
economie models and the developing reality. The equations of the Com_
petitive models which established economie equilibriums could not serve
as the "ideal" to which laisses faire economy could or should aspire, nOr
as the "ideal" which monopolistic competition left so far behind. Nor yet
as theoretical yard sticks with which to measure the extent of the diversions
that the automatic competitive regulation might suffer, thus throwing light
upon the necessary counter measures in order to reach a bet ter approxima_
tion of the "ideal."
There was only the historical fact that some became capitalists sooner
than others, that some amassed more capital than others, and that Some
were more favorably affected by social and economie changes than others.
There was only the fact of the relentlessgeneral
scramble for the largest
profits possible, repeated in all the subdivisions of the socially created surplus value, and the feebie attempts on the part of the workers to get the
highest possible wages. Actual occurences made immaterial the assurances
of economists that the competitive system must only become really competitive to be the perfect system. The inconsistency of the N eo-Classicists'
attempt to "learn the secrets of the rnarket" in order to improve social conditions was merely an indication that they recognized the constant widening
of the always existing gap between reality and economie theory. For despite
aU competition, laissez faire economy was progressively "disrupted" by monopolistic and state interferences which, in view of the traditional convictions
as to the wonder-workings of the market, we re In great need of rationalization.
Of course the process of capitalist production and distribution might
be described as a competitive process. Wage differentiations,
too, allow
for competitive procedures within the working class.
With the particular means at his disposal, each one tries to get as much as possible .of
the results of social labor. By force of circumstances, the struggle of 10dividuals
is at the same time a struggle of groups, organizations, classes.
"
.h
This competition,
however, does not result in the equations of Adam Smlt. ~
nor in those of the modern economists. On the contrary, the fiereer rhis
competitive struggle, the greater the inequalities and disproportionalities
that form the base of the whole capitalist structure.
Some fifty years ago there existed in thçhighly developed nations less
capital concentration and therefore less monopolization than is evident rodav• . econormes. were highh'
In the world at large, however, the more competitrve
.'
monopolistic by virtue of the concentration of industry in a few countnes.
With the spreading of capitalism competition became as fierce on the wo~ld
.
. had been
.raarket as previously
it
een onlv
on y iin t hl'e ear y in d ustna. I cen t ers. Wlth
e
the extension of the competitive process, war and direct appropriation wer
employed in addition to the "peaceful" competitive means of increasing e"ploitation and profitability through the growth of the productivity of lab~r
.
.
f capita
. 1 accumu I'ation.
'[hlS
made possible by the teehuical
concomitant
0
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thing new has evolved, what is really new concerns only the [orm not the
substance of capitalism,
Capitalism is not particular as to what form it assumes. lts genesisand previous development, however, exclude the possibility of a victory of
the forces of "cornpetition" over those of "monopoly."
The past cannot
be resurrected.
The struggle between laissez faire and monopoly, furthermore, was not a light between adherents of opposing economie principles,
but sirnply the actual unfolding of capitalism,
difîerently
described by differently affected interests. The victors were always temporary monopolists
no matter how competitively they behaved; the losers merely lamented th is
facto The present struggle between monopoly capitalism and totalitarianism is a continuation of the previous struggles by which the form of capitalism is altered.
From its very beginning capitalism was always both monopolistic and
competltlve. One group in society had the monopoly of the means of production. It did not "compete" with those who had none, but exploited them.
It was competitive against other monopolists.
Class relations, implying
monopolism, exclude non-competitive conditions.
Ideologies formed by class
relations exclude the spreading of non-competitive conceptions.
Thus it
seems to almost everybody that competition is derived from "human nature."
The "natural competitive aptitude" supposedly transcends and overpowers
all social and economie changes.
It is to be utilized for the welfare of
society just like any other natural force. The more widely spread competition in the early stages of industrial capitalism, due to the greater number of capitalists sharing in a smaller mass of capital, was thought to benefit
society. In asserting itself the competitive ego supposedly brought about
the most economical arrangement of the practical social life. This ideology,
seen as a universal truth, corresponded to the interests of a small part of
the world that ruled almost aU of it - to a limited group in society th at
monopolisticaUy dominated the whole.
"Competitive society" in the sense in which it is today defended by
Would-be trust-busters
and anti-fascists never existed in reality. lts place
Was in the methodology of economie theory which itself was merely a phase
?f traditional ideology. The theory of competition had been directed against
lnterferences by undefeated powers of the past. Originally
it refused to
serve other functions than that of glorifying the absence of theory in the
practical social life. With the final defeat of feudalism, economy could only
serve descriptive functions
because of competition which, supposedly, autom atlca
. Ily regulated supply and demand, harmonized value and price, and
•
would be the more "economical" the less one tried to deal with it.
Not to deny the usefulness of theoretical models, it is nevertheless true
that those of the professional economists who concerned themselves with
~ompetition analysis in static terms and closed systems were entirely useless
Or understanding and influencing the rea I world.
However ingenicusly
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constructed, there never was the slightest resemblance between the different
economie models and the developing reality. The equations of the Com_
petitive models which established economie equilibriums could not serve
as the "ideal" to which laissez faire economy could or should aspire, nOr
as the "ideal" which monopolistic competition left so far behind. Nor vet
as theoretical yard sticks with which to measure the extent of the diversions
that the automatic competitive regulation rnight suffer, th us throwing light
upon the necessary counter measures in order to reach a better approxima_
tion of the "ideal."
There was only the historical fact that some became capitalists SOoner
than others, that some amassed more capital than others, and th at Some
were more favorably affected by social and economie changes than others.
There was only the fact of the relentless general scramble for the largest
profits possible, repeated in all the subdivisions of the socially created surplus value, and the feebie attempts on the part of the workers to get the
highest possible wages. Actual occurences made immaterial the assurances
of economists that the competitive system must only become really cornpetitive to be the perfect system. The inconsistency of the N eo-Classicists'
attempt to "learn the secrets of the market" in order to improve social conditions Was merely an indication that they recognized the constant widening
of the always existing gap between reality and economie theory. For despite
aH competition, laissez faire economy was progressively "disrupted" by monopolistic and state interferences which, in view of the traditional convictions
as to the wonder-workings of the market, were in great need of rationalization.
Of course the process of capitalist production and distribution might
be described as a competitive process. Wage differentiations, too, allow
for competitive procedures within the working class.
With the particular means at his disposal, each one tries to get as much as possible of
the results of social labor. By force of circumstances, the struggle of individuals is, at the same time, a struggle of groups, organizations, classes.
This competition, however, does not result in the equations of Adam Smith
nor in those of the modern economists. On the contrary, the fiereer th is
competitive struggle, the greater the inequalities and disproportionalities
that form the base of the whole capitalist structure.
Some fifty years ago there existed in the highly developed nations les>
capital concentration and therefore less monopolization than is evident today.
In the world at large, however, the more competitive economies were highl)'
monopolistic by virtue of the concentration of industry in a few countries.
rld
With the spreading of capitalism competition became as fierce on the wo
market as previously it had been only in the early industrial centers. With
e
the extension of the competitive process, war and direct appropriation wer
employed in addition to the "peaceful" competitive means of increasing ex
ploitation and profitability through the growth of the productivity of lab~r
made possible by the technical concomitant. of capital accumulation.
Thls
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led, in turn, to the spreading of monopolization
had been spread by existing monopolies.

as previously competition

The means of competition have quantitatively grown with the growth
of preduction, the extension of capitalism in space, and the growing differentiation of functions within the socio-economie structure.
But the end rernains the sarne ; the power of some individuals and agencies is broken in
favor of others.
First, competitive business is monopolist ic and becomes
increasingly so by way of competition.
Monopoly competes against competitive business and against monopolies. The government supersedes both
rnonopoly and competitive business by its greater strength and competes
with more and more powerful means, internally and externally, for control
over men and resources. Competition in this sense does not cease even iE
"cornpetitive society" disappears,
Today the conviction grows that not competmon but "planning" will
insure social welfare.
Yet this "planning", too, involves competitive processes. "Within the sphere of collective enterprise," writes the London
Economist,6)
"the need for competition is even greater" than in the sphere
of privately-owned business. The struggle for power, involving economie
control, remains a competitive struggle in monopolistic society. Even under
conditions of an imagined single world-monopoly based on class relations,
competition would continue.
It would be a general competitive struggle
for positions everywhere within the hierarchical set-up.
III
The previous preoccupation of economists with compention and their
present preoccupation with monopoly explains itself by their preoccupation
with the distributive side of capitalism, The substance of capitalism - the
exploitation of labor for the possessors or controllers of the means of production - can be discovered only in the social production relations.
As
their eternity is always taken for granted, the substance of capitalism is
nowhere challenged.
All capitalist changes did not affect the substance of
capitalism but referred solely to ways and means by which the surplus
value is distributed.
To be sure, the fact that .the production of surplus
value itself could he the reason for all peculiar economie phenomena that
arise within the capitalistic development,cannot
he made the subject of investigation without challenging the ruling classes. It is for this reason that
capitalist economy concerns itself almost exclusively with questions of "demand" and with "marker laws." It also explains why the "laws of market"
are now resurrected in rhe so-called "planned economies."
The limitations of the Classicists Marx hrought to light with his class
Struggle theory in both its philosophical and economie form. In the course
of its development capitalism itself destroyed its early labor theory of value,
6) Pull Emoloyment: The Cost. October 17, 1942.
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